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町民it is not realistic to construct a co甲山that includes all
possible vowel sequences，since countless vowel sequences
exist in Japanese. If the coverage of prosody is also to be
considered， the co甲山 becomes enormous beyond imagi
nation. Therefore， the concatenation between V and V is
unavoidable.

ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a novel unit selection algorithm for
Japanese Text-To-Speech (TTS) systems. Since Japanese
syllables consist of CV (C: Consonant， V: Vowel) or V， ex
cept when a vowel is devoiced， CV units are basic to con
catenative TTS systems for Japanese. However， speech syn
thesized with CV units sometimes have discontinuities due
to V-V concatenation. In order to alleviate such disconti
nuities， longer units (CV* or non-uniform units) have been
proposed. However， the concatenation betwe巴n V and V
is still unavoidable. To address this problem， we propose
a novel unit selection algorithm that incorporates not only
phoneme units but also diphone units. The concatenation in
the proposed algorithm is performed at the vow巴l center as
well as at the phoneme boundary. Results of evaluation ex
periments clarify that the proposed algorithm outperforms
the conv巴ntional algorithm.

Formant transitions are more stationary at the vowel cen
ters than at the vowel boundaries. Th巴refore，the discontinu
ities caused by concatenating vowels can be reduced if the
vowels are concatenated at their centers. This view has been
supported by our informal listening test. In this paper， we
propose a novel unit selection algorithm incorporating not
only phoneme units but also diphone units. Th巴 proposed
algorithm permits the concatenation of synthesis units not
only at the phoneme boundaries but also at the vowel cen・
ters. As a result of evaluation experiments， we state that
the proposed algorithm outperforms the conventional algo
rithm.
τbe paper is organized as follows. In section 2， cost
functions for unit selection are described. In section 3， the
advantage of çerforming concatenation at the vowel centers
is discussed. In section 4，the novel unit selection algorithm
is described. In section 5， evaluation experiments are de
scribed. Finally， we summarize this paper in section 6.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Japanese， a speech corpus can be constructed efficiently
by considering CV (C: Consonant， V: Vowel) syllables as
synthesis units， since Japanese syllables consist of CV or V
except when a vowel is devoiced. It is also well known that
transitions from C to V， or from V to V are very important
in auditory perception. Therefore， CV units ar巴 basic to
concatenative TTS systems for Japanese. However， speech
synthesized with th巴se units sometimes have discontinuities
due to V-V concatenation.
In order to alleviate these discontinuities， longer units
have been proposed [ 1][2][3]. Kawai et al. extended the
CV unit to the CV* unit to inhibit the concatenation at V
V boundaries [1]. Iwahashi et al. proposed non-uniform
units[3]. In this algorithm，optimum units are selected from
a speech corpus to minimize the total cost calculated as the
sum of all target costs and concatenation costs. As the result
of a dynamic programming search based on phoneme units，
various sized sequ巴nces of phonemes are selected [4]. How-
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2. COST FUNCTION FOR UNIT SELECTION

There are four kinds of sub-costs. These sub-costs are each
classified in terms of the kind of measure ( perceptual or
acoustic) and whether it is the concatenation cost or the tar
get cost. An overview of the sub-costs is showed in Fig.
In unit s巴lection，it is important to utilize a measure that
coπesponds to the perceptual characteristics [5]. Acoustic
measures that effectively capture perceptual characteristics
have b巴en explored， but non巴 has b巴en found so far [6][7].
Therefore， we use not only acoustic measures but also
perceptual measures as sub-costs in order to compensate for
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where Dmc denotes the distance based on the mel cepstrum
and its first order derivative. DFo denotes the difference of
log-scaled Fo.
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2.3. Prosodic Cost
Fig. 1. Overview of sub-costs.

th巴 shortcomings of the acoustic measures.
The total cost is calculated as the weight巴d sum of four
sub-costs. The total cost TC (Ui) at phoneme Ui is given by，
TC(Ui) =ωenv ，Cenv(Ui， Ui-l) +ω.pec .C.pec(Ui， ui-d
+ωpro・Cpro(Ui) +ωcent・Ccent(Ui)，

(1)

C. 企 denote the sub融costs.
where Cenv， C.pec，
8pec， Cpro，
"""" pro， and
u... .... '-"cenr;
ωenv，ω'pec， Wpro， and Wcent denote the weights for indi
vidual sub-costs. In this paper， the sub-cost for the spectral
centroid Ccent is not used (ωcent = 0).
2.1. Cost

00

Substitutioo of Phooetic Eoviroomeots

This sub-cost captures the naturalness degradation caused
by a mismatch of phonetic environments b巴tween a candi
date unit and the target. The sub-cost Cenv is given by，
Cen，，(Ui， Ui-1) = S. (Ee(町一1)， Et(Ui-I))
+Sp (Ee(Ui)， Et(Ui)) +

B( Ui， Ui-l)，(2)

wh巴re 5.. d巴notes a mismatch of the succeeding environ
ment and Sp denotes a mismatch of the preceding environ
ment. E e denotes the phonetic environment of the extracted
phonem巴 (candidate)， while Et denotes that of the target
phoneme. B denotes a bias to control the ease of concatena
tion between C and V， V and V， and at the vowel center. As
a result of an informal listening test， the bias was tuned so
that the concatenation at a C-V boundary， a V-V boundary，
and at the vowel cent巴r would become harder in this order.
When the units Ui-l and Ui are connected in the corpus， the
sub-cost is set to O.
Th巴 sub-cost was determined from results of perceptual
experiments， in which listeners evaluated the naturalness
degradation by listening to the speech stimuli synthesized
by concatenating phonemes extracted from various phonetic
envlronロlents.
2.2. Cost

00

Spectral Discootiouity

This sub-cost captures a spectral discontinuity at a unit bound
ary that may cause unnaturalness. The sub-cost C.pec is

This sub-cost captures the naturalness degradation caused
by the di仔erence of prosody (Fo contour and duration) be
tween a candidate unit and the target.
In order to calculate the difference of the Fo contour， a
phoneme is divided into several p紅ts， and the differ巴nce of
an average of log-scaled Fo in each part is calculated. In
each phoneme， the prosodic cost is repres巴nted as an aver
age of the costs calculated in each part. The sub-cost Cpro
is given by，
唱

N

Cpro(山

where DifFOn denotes th巴 difference of the average of log
scaled Fo in the n-th divided paロ• Dif D ur denotes the diff
erence of the duration， which is calculated for each phoneme
and used in the calculation of the cost in each part. N de
notes the number of divisions. P denotes the cost function.
The function P was determined from results of percep
tual experiments on the naturalness degradation caused by
prosody modification， becaus巴 the output speech is synthe
sized with the prosody modification. 羽Th巴n the prosody
modification is not perfoロned， the function should be deter
mined based on other experiments on the naturalness degra
dation caused by using a different prosody from the target.
2.4. Cost

00

Spectral Ceotroid

This sub-cost captures the distortion caused by utilizing out
Iying units. The sub-cost Ccent is written by，
Ccent(叫) = Dist(Cen(ui)， Cen(む))

，

(5)

where Cen denotes a spectral centroid， Dist denotes the
distance between centroids， and t denotes the target. The
target centroid Cen(t) is calculated from all segments of
each phonem巴 in the co中us in advance.
3. CONCATENATION AT VOWEL CENTER

Figur巴 2 compares spectrograms of vowel sequences con
cat巴nated at a vowel boundary and at a vowel center. In the
former cas巴， discontinuities can be observed at the concate
nation points. This is because it is not easy to find a syn
thesis unit satisfying continuity requir巴m巴nts on both static
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from the speech corpus by minimizing the sum of the total
cost with the dynamic programming method_
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Diphone units that staロfrom the middle of a vowel in
front of consonants are used in not only transitions from
V to V but also in transitions from V to a semivowel or a
nasaL An example of the proposed unit selection algorithm
is shown in Fig_ 3_ Diphone units such as /ts-u/，/u-i人and /i
y/ as well as phoneme units are both considered in the unit
selection_

Fig. 2_ Spectrograms of vowel sequences concatenated at

(a) a vowel boundary and (b) a vowel center.

and dynamic characteristics of spectral features at once in
a restricted sized speech corpus_ In the latter case， in con
trast，自nding a synthesis unit concerns only static charac
teristics， because spectral characteristics are nearly stable_
As a result， the formant tr勾ectories are continuous at th巴
concatenation points， and their transition characteristics are
w巴11 preserved_
This example suggests that allowing concatenation not
only at th巴 vowel boundaries but also at the vowel cen・
ters can make the unit selection procedure more flexible，
and consequently， reduc巴 discontinuities at concatenation
points_ This flexibility can also lead to reductions in the
corpus SJze_

5. EXPERI九1ENTAL EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the perfoηnance of the proposed algo
rithm， we compared the proposed algorithm with the con
ventional algorithm， which allows concatenation only at ph
oneme boundaries_ Subjective and objective experiments
were performed_

5.1. Subjective Experiment

We used a speech corpus comprising Japanese utterances
of a male speaker， where segmentation was performed by
experts and Fo was revised by hand_ The utterances are
about 30 minutes (450 sentences)_ The sampling frequency
is 16000 Hz

4. UNIT SELECTION ALGORITHM WITH
PHONEMES AND DIPHONES

Motivated by the considerations in the previous section， we
developed a novel algorithm incorporating diphon巴 units as
W巴II as phoneme units_
When concatenation at the vowel center is performed，
the total cost on the vowel is calculated by replacing Ui J
and Ui with the first half-vowel and the last half-vowel， re
spectively in Eq_ (1)_ 百le target sub-costs Cpro and Ccent
are calculated as the av巴rages of the sub-costs for the first
half and the last half of a phoneme_ The optimum sequence
of units， which may be phonemes or diphones， is select巴d

A preference test was perfo口ned with synthesiz巴d speech
of 10 Japanese sentences_ The sentences were not a part of
the speech corpus us巴d in the unit selection_ The speech
was synthesized by the proposed unit selection algorithm
or the conventional algorithm_ In order to avoid increasing
the number of concatenation points，the proposed algorithm
was tuned so that half vowel units were not selected_ In all
of the synthesized speech， comprising 370 phon巴mes， 125
concatenations were performed between phonemes and 33
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Fig.3_ An example of the proposed unit selection algorithm
The inputted s巴ntence is“tsuiyas" (“spend" in English)_ By
a proper setting of the bias component in Eq_ (2)， concate
nation at the C-V boundaries and selection of isolated half
vowels are inhibited_
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concatenations were performed at vowel centers by the pro
posed algorithm. On the other hand， 154 concatenations
were performed between phonemes by the conventional al
gorithm.
百le natural prosody extracted from the original utter
ances was used to investigate the p巴rfo口nance of the unit selection algorithms. 百le speech was synthesized with prosody
(Fo contour， duration， and power) modification by using
STRAIGHT， which is a high-quality vocoder [8]. Ten listeners participated in the experiment. At each trial， a pair
of utterances synthesized with the propos巴d algorithm and
the conventional algorithm was presented in a random or
der， and the listen巴rs were requested to choose the speech
they felt was mor巴 unnatural.
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Fig. 4. Results of a preference test.
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Fig. 5. Average costs as a function of the co中us slze.

algorithm has bett巴r naturalness than that of the conven
tional algorithm. They also clarified that the proposed al
gorithm yields an equal performance to the conventional aト
gorithm with a smaller corpus.
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